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PARIS FOR USRO

Conversations at airport last night on Tito's arrival from

Cyprus as well as subsequent conversations at Belgian

Embassy reception tend to confirm Spaak's impression that

elimination of Khrushchev came as complete surprise here.

I was told by Crnobrnja, Tito's Secretary General, that

Tito (who returned to BELG a few hours earlier than ex-

pected) will remain here next week rather than go to

Brioni.

Departing from usual practice, Tito made no airport arrival

statement. His sole public comment we have heard of to

date is brief remark (quoted Tanjug) made to press in Nicosia

"I am optimistic and it is my belief that the Soviet Foreign

Policy will not be changed".

Elimination of Khrushchev is doubtless highly disturbing

to GOY since it may imply Soviet attempt to heal rift with

CHICOMS, Nothing could be less palatable to GOY at this

point in view its outspoken disapproval of CHICOM policies
and resultant strained relations.

Eastern European Diplomatic Representatives here all seem

surprised and puzzled. PL Ambassador Malecki expressed view
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that it will not be possible to evaluate significance
and implications of this event for at least some days.

Local press comment confined to quotations from PRAVDA

editorial October 16 from which some of more vituperative

language omitted. Extensive coverage of world comment

also carried.

Initial working level Foreign Office evaluation of causes

of Khrushchev's removal agrees with that contained in

DEPCIRTEL 644. In support of this assessment, FONOFF

source said they have report from Moscow stating Khrushchev

was met and escorted from airport upon arrival from Black

Sea coast by "high-level" security official. FONOFF

source concludes deposition had been planned and arrangements

made to keep Khrushchev under surveillance while process of

deposition underway. Considerable apprehension expressed

that change in leadership could at worst lead to narrowing

present Soviet-CHICOM rift at Yugo expense, and at best

reduction tempo current improvement Yugo-Soviet relations.
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